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1 SCOPE

Bluetooth-

The Bluetooth transceiver is operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. This specifica-

tion defines the requirements for a Bluetooth transceiver operating in this unli-
censed band.

Requirements are defined for two reasons:

- Provide compatibility between the radios used in the system

- Define the quality of the system

The Bluetooth transceiver shall fulfil the stated requirements under the operating

conditions specified in Ap;.ier'=:.:ix A and Aogieiidix The Radio parameters must

be measured according to the methods described in the RF Test Specification.

This specification is based on the established regulations for Europe. Japan and North Amer-
ica. The standard documents listed below are only for information. and are subject to change
or revision at any time.

Europe (except France and Spain):

Approval Standards: European Telecommunications Standards Institute. ETSI
Documents: ETS 300-328. ETS 300-825
Approval Authority: National Type Approval Authorities

France:

Approval Standards: La Regiementation en France por Ies Equipements fonctionnant dans la
bande de frequences 2.4 GHZ "RLAN~Radio Local Area Network"
Documents: SPiDGPTiATASi23. ETS 300-323. ETS 300-826

Approval Authority: Direction Generate des Postes et Telecommunications
Note: A new R&TTE EU Directive will be in effect by March 2000. with consequent effects on
the manufacturer’s declaration of conformity and free circulation of products within the EU.

Spain:

Approval Standards: Supplemento Del Numero 164 Del Boletin Oiicial Del Estado (Published
10 July 91. Revised 25 June 93)
Documents: ETS 300-328. ETS 300-825

Approval Authority: Cuadro Nacional De Atribucion De Frecuesias

Japan:

Approval Standards: Association of Radio Industries and Businesses. ARIB
Documents: RCR STD-33A

Approval Authority: Ministry of Post and Telecommunications. MPT
Note: The Japanese rules are in revision. Decisions on the revision will take place in Q2 1999.

North Americas:

Approval Standards: Federal Communications Commission. FCC. USA
Documents: CFR47. Part 15. Sections 15.205. 15.209. 15.247

Approval Standards: Industry Canada. IC. Canada
Documents: GL36

Approval Authority: FCC (USA). Industry Canada (Canada)

29 November 1999
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2 FREQUENCY BANDS AND CHANNEL

ARRANGEMENT

The Bluetooth system is operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial Scientific

Medicine) band. In a vast majority of countries around the world the range of

this frequency band is 2400 - 2483.5 MHz. Some countries have however

national limitations in the frequency range. In order to comply with these

national limitations, special frequency hopping algorithms have been specified

for these countries. It should be noted that products implementing the reduced

frequency band will not work with products implementing the full band. The

products implementing the reduced frequency band must therefore be consid-

ered as local versions for a single market. The Bluetooth SIG has launched a

campaign to overcome these difficulties and reach total harmonization of the

frequency band.

Geography Regulatory Range RF Channels

USA. Europe and most other 2.400-2.4835 GHz f=24U2+k MHz. k=0....,78

countries”

Spain?) 2.445-2.475 GHZ f=244Q+k MHZ, k=0,...,22

Frar-.333} 2.4455-2.4835 GHZ f=2454+l-( MHZ. k=0.....22

Table 2.1: Operating frequency bands

Note 1. Japan. the MPT announced at the beginning of October 1999 that the Japanese
frequency band would be extended to 2400-2483.5 MHz. effective immediately.
Testing of devices by TELEC may however need some time to change. The previ-
ously specified special frequency-hopping algorithm covering 2471-2497 lvll-lz
remains as an option.

There is a proposal in Spain to extend the national frequency band to 2403-
2483.5 MHz. The Bluetooth SIG has approached the authorities in Spain to get a
full harmonization. The outcome is expected by the beginning of year 2000.

The Bluetooth SIG has established good contacts with the French authorities and
are closely following the development of harmonization.

Channel spacing is 1 MHz. in order to comply with out-of-band regulations in

each country, a guard band is used at the lower and upper band edge.

Geography Lower Guard Band Upper Guard Band

USA

Europe (except Spain and France}

Spain

France

Japan

Table 2.2: Guard Bands

Frequency Bands and Channel Arrangement 29 November 1999
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3 TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

The requirements stated in this section are given as power levels at the

antenna connector of the equipment. If the equipment does not have a connec-

tor, a reference antenna with 0 dBi gain is assumed.

Due to difficulty in measurement accuracy in radiated measurements, it is pre-

ferred that systems with an integral antenna provide a temporary antenna con-

nector during type approval.

If transmitting antennas of directional gain greater than 0 dBi are used, the

applicable paragraphs in ETSl 300 328 and FCC part 15 must be compensated
for.

The equipment is classified into three power classes.

Maximum Output Nominal Mi"i"“'-’"‘
Power {Pmax) Output Power Output Power‘) Power Controi

Pmin<+4 dBm to Pmax

1 mW (0 dBm} Optional:
Pminm to Pmax

100 mW (20 dBm)

Optional:

2'5 mw (4 dBm) Pminm to Pmax1 mW (0 dBm} 0.25 mW {-6 dBm)

Optional:

1 mW (0 dBm) rum mm Pmmm to Pmax

Tabie 3.1: Power ciasses

Note 1. Minimum output power at maximum power setting.

Note 2. The lower power limit Pmin<-30dBm is suggested but is not mandatory. and may
be chosen according to application needs.

A power control is required for power class 1 equipment. The power control is

used for limiting the transmitted power over 0 dBm. Power control capability

under 0 dBm is optional and could be used for optimizing the power consump-

tion and overall interference level. The power steps shall form a monotonic

sequence. with a maximum step size of 8 dB and a minimum step size of2 dB.

A class 1 equipment with a maximum transmit power of +20 must be able to

control its transmit power down to 4 dBm or less.

Equipment with power control capability optimizes the output power in a link

with LMP commands (see Link istanager Protocoi). it is done by measuring

RSSI and report back if the power should be increased or decreased.
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3.1 MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS

The Modulation is GFSK (Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying) with a BT=0.5.

The Modulation index must be between 0.28 and 0.35. A binary one is repre-

sented by a positive frequency deviation, and a binary zero is represented by a

negative frequency deviation. The symbol timing shall be better than 120 ppm.

Ideal Zero Crossing

Transmit

Frequency
Ft

I ‘

i4___ Zero Crossing Error

Figure 3.1: Figure 3-1 Actuai transmit modulation.

For each transmit channel, the minimum frequency deviation (Fmin = the

lesser of {Fmin+, Fmin-}) which corresponds to 1010 sequence shall be no

smaller than 180% of the frequency deviation (id) which corresponds to a

00001111 sequence.
In addition, the minimum deviation shall never be smaller than 115 kHz.

The zero crossing error is the time difference between the ideal symbol period

and the measured crossing time. This shall be less than i 128 of a symbol

penod.

3.2 SPURIOUS EMISSIONS

The spurious emission, in-band and out-of-band, is measured with a frequency

hopping transmitter hopping on a single frequency; this means that the synthe-

sizer must change frequency between receive slot and transmit slot, but

always returns to the same transmit frequency.

For the USA, FCC parts 15.247, 15.249, 15.205 and 15.209 are applicable reg-

ulations. For Japan, RCR STD-33 applies and, for Europe, ETSI 300 328.

Transmitter Characteristics 29 November 1999
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3.2.1 in-band Spurious Emission

Within the ISM band the transmitter shall pass a spectrum mask, given in

Tahie 3.2. The spectrum must comply with the FCC's 20-dB bandwidth defini-

tion stated below, and should be measured accordingly. In addition to the FCC

requirement an adjacent channei power on adjacent channels with a difference

in channel number of two or greater an adjacent channel power is defined. This

adjacent channel power is defined as the sum of the measured power in a

1 MHz channel. The transmitted power shall be measured in a 100 kHz band-

width using maximum hold. The transmitter is transmitting on channel M and

the adjacent channel power is measured on channel number N. The transmit-

ter is sending a pseudo random data pattern throughout the test.

Frequency offset Transmit Power

Tabie 3.2: Transmit Spectrum mask.

Note: If the output power is less than 0dBm then, wherever appropriate, the FCC's 20 dB
relative requirement overruies the absolute adjacent channel power requirement
stated in the above table.

“In any 100 kHz bandwidth outside the frequency band in which the spread spectrum intentional radiator
is operating. the radio frequency power that is produced by the intentional radiator shall be at least 20 dB
below that in the 100 kHz bandwidth within the band that contains the highest level of the desired power.
based on either an RF conducted or a radiated measurement. Attenuation below the general limits speci-
fied in § ‘l5.2G9(a] is not required. In addition, radiated emissions which fall in the restricted bands. as
defined in § ‘l5.205(a], must also comply with the radiated emission limits specified in §15.209(a)(see §
15.205(c)}."

FCC Pan 15.24%:

Exceptions are allowed in up to three bands of 1 MHZ width centered on afre-

quency which is an integer multipie of 1 MHZ. They must, however, comply with
an absolute value of -20 dBm.

3.2.2 Out-of-Band Spurious Emission

The measured power should be measured in a 100 kHz bandwidth.

Idle modeFrequency Band Operation mode

30 MHZ -1 GHZ -36 dBm -57 dBm

-47 dBm

-47 dBm

-47 dBm

1 GHZ -12.75 GHZ -30 dBm

1.8 GHz— 1.9 GHZ -47 dBm

5.15 GHZ — 5.3 GHZ -47 dBm

Tabie 3. 3: Out-oi‘-band spurious emission requirement

22 29 November 1999 Transmitter Characteristics
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3.3 RADIO FREQUENCY TOLERANCE

The transmitted initial center frequency accuracy must be :75 kHz from Fe.

The initial frequency accuracy is defined as being the frequency accuracy

before any information is transmitted. Note that the frequency drift requirement
is not included in the :75 kHz.

The transmitter center frequency drift in a packet is specified in "Tania 3.4. The

different packets are defined in the Baseband Specification.

Type of Packet Frequency Drift

One-slot packet :25 kHz

Three-slot packet :40 kHz

:40 kHzFive-slot packet

Maximum drift rate” 400 Hziils

Table 3.4: Frequency drift in a package

Note 1. The maximum drift rate is atlowed anywhere in a
packet.

Transmitter Characteristics 29 November 1999
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4 RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

In order to measure the bit error rate performance; the equipment must have a

"loop back" facility. The equipment sends back the decoded information. This

facility is specified in the Test tvtode 5:‘:-necificatiea-2.

The reference sensitivity level referred to in this chapter equals -70 dBm.

4.1 ACTUAL SENSITIVITY LEVEL

The actual sensitivity level is defined as the input level for which a raw bit error
rate (BER) of 0.1% is met. The requirement for a Bluetooth receiver is an

actual sensitivity level of -70 dBm or better. The receiver must achieve the —?0
dBm sensitivity level with any Bluetooth transmitter compliant to the transmitter

specification Specified in Ser;tien 3 an page 20.

4.2 INTERFERENCE PERFORMANCE

The interference performance on Co—channe| and adjacent 1 MHZ and 2 MHZ are

measured with the wanted signal 10 dB over the reference sensitivity level. On all
other frequencies the wanted signal shall be 3 dB over the reference sensitivity

level. Should the frequency of an interfering signal lie outside of the band 2400
2497 MHz, the out-of-band blocking specification (see frieciien :13 en 25»)
shall apply. The interfering signal shall be Bluetooth-modulated (see section $.85 en

2?). The BER shall be S 0.1%. The signal to interference ratio shall be:

Requirement

Co-Channel interference, Cilwchanne,

Adjacent (1 MHz) Interference, Cil1MHZ

Adjacent (2 MHZ) interference, Cil2MHZ

Adjacent (23 MHZ) interference, Cil23MHz

Image frequency lnterferencezi 3), Cillmage

Adjacent (1 MHz) interference to in-band image frequency.

C”Image:1MHz

Tabie 4.1: interference performance

Note 1. These specifications are tentative and will be fixed within 18 months after the
release of the Bluetooth specification version 1.0. implementations have to fulfil
the final specification after a 3—years’ convergence period starting at the release of
the Bluetooth specification version 1.0. During the convergence period, devices
need to achieve a co-channel interference resistance of+14 dB, an AC] {@1MHz)
resistance of +4 dB. image frequency interference resistance of -6 dB and an ACI
to in-band image frequency resistance of -16 dB.

I n-band image freq uency

If the image frequency qt n*1 MHz. than the image reference frequency is defined
as the closest n*1 MHZ frequency.

If two adjacent channel specifications from Table 4.1 are applicable to the same
channel. the more relaxed specification applies.
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These specifications are only to be tested at nominal temperature conditions

with a receiver hopping on one frequency, meaning that the synthesizer must

change frequency between receive slot and transmit slot. but always return to

the same receive frequency.

Frequencies where the requirements are not met are called spurious response

frequencies. Five spurious response frequencies are allowed at frequencies

with a distance of 22 MHz from the wanted signal. On these spurious response

frequencies a relaxed interference requirement Cfl = -1? dB shall be met.

4.3 OUT-OF-BAND BLOCKING

The Out of band blocking is measured with the wanted signal 3 dB over the ref-

erence sensitivity level. The interfering signal shall be a continuous wave sig-

nal. The BER shall be 5 0.1%. The Out of band blocking shall fulfil the following

requirements:

Interfering Signal Interfering Signal Power
Frequency Level

30 MHZ - 2000 MHZ -10 dBm

2000 - 2399 MHZ -27 dBm

2493 — 3000 MHZ -2? dBm

3000 MHZ ~12.75 GHz -10 dBm

Table 4. 2: Out of Bend blocking requirements

24 exceptions are permitted which are dependent upon the given receive chan-

nel frequency and are centered at a frequency which is an integer multiple of 1

MHz. At 19 of these spurious response frequencies a relaxed power level -50

dBm of the interferer may used to achieve a BER of 0.1%. At the remaining 5

spurious response frequencies the power level is arbitrary.

4.4 INTERMODULATION CHARACTERISTICS

The reference sensitivity performance, BER = 0.1%. shall be met under the fol-

lowing conditions.

- The wanted signal at frequency f0 with a power level 6 dB over the reference

sensitivity level.

- A static sine wave signal at f1 with a power level of -39 dBm

- A Bluetooth modulated signal (see Secticm 4.8 on page 21?’) at f2 with a

power level of -39 dBm

Such that f0=2f1-f2 and |f2-f1 |=n*1 MHZ, where n can be 3, 4, or 5. The system
must fulfil one of the three alternatives.

Receiver Characteristics 29 November 1999
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4.5 MAXIMUM USABLE LEVEL

The maximum usable input level the receiver shall operate at shall be better than —

20 dBm. The BER shall be less or equal to 0.1% at -20‘ dBm input power.

4.6 SPURIOUS EMISSIONS

The spurious emission for a Bluetooth receiver shall not be more than:

Requirement

-5? dBm

-47 dBm

Tabie 4. 3: Out-oi‘-band spurious emission

Frequency Band

30 MHZ - 1 GHZ

1 GHZ -12.75 GHZ

The measured power should be measured in a 100 kHz bandwidth.

4.?’ RECEIVER SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR (OPTIONAL)

A transceiver that wishes to take part in a power-controlled link must be able to

measure its own receiver signal strength and determine if the transmitter on the

other side of the link should increase or decrease its output power level. A

Receiver Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) makes this possible.

The way the power control is specified is to have a golden receive power. This

golden receive power is defined as a range with a low limit and a high limit. The

RSSI must have a minimum dynamic range equal to this range. The RSSI must

have an absolute accuracy of i4dB or better when the receive signal power is

-60 dBm. In addition, a minimum range of 20:6 dB must be covered, starting

from -60 dB and up (see ;«"-'igure 43.‘? er: page 28).

High limit

'50dB"‘i4 Low limit

Figure 4.1: RS8! dynamic range and accuracy
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4.8 REFERENCE INTERFERENCE-SIGNAL DEFINITION

A Bluetooth modulated interfering signal is defined as:

Modulation = GFSK

Modulation index = 0.32i1%

BT= 0.5i1%

Bit Rate = 1 Mbps :1 ppm

Modulating Data = PRBS9

Frequency accuracy better than 11 ppm.

Receiver Characteristics 29 November 1999
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5 APPENDIX A

5.1 NOMINAL TEST CONDITIONS (NTC)

5.1.1 Nominal temperature

The nominal temperature conditions for tests shall be +15 to +35 °C. When it is

impractical to carry out the test under this condition a note to this effect, stating

the ambient temperature, shall be recorded. The actual value during the test

shall be recorded in the test report.

5.1.2 Nominal Power source

5. 1.2.1 Mains Voitage

The nominal test voltage for equipment to be oonnected to the mains shall be

the nominal mains voltage. The nominal voltage shall be declared voltage or

any of the declared voltages for which the equipment was designed. The fre-

quency of the test power source corresponding to the AC mains shall be within

2% of the nominal frequency.

5.1.2.2 Lead-acid bairefl power sources used in vehicies

When radio equipment is intended for operation from the alternator-fed lead-

acid battery power sources which are standard in vehicles, then the nominal

test voltage shall be 1.1 times the nominal voltage of the battery (GV, 12V, etc.).

5. 1. 2.3 Other power sources

For operation from other power sources or types of battery (primary or second-

ary), the nominal test voltage shall be as declared by the equipment manufac-

turer. This shall be recorded in the test report.

29 November 1999 Appendix A
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5.2 EXTREME TEST CONDITIONS

5.2.1 Extreme temperatures

The extreme temperature range is defined as the largest temperature range

given by the combination of:

- - The minimum temperature range 0 0C to +35 °C

- - The product operating temperature range declared by the manufacturer.

This extreme temperature range and the declared operating temperature range

shall be recorded in the test report.

5.2.2 Extreme power source voltages

Tests at extreme power source voltages specified below are not required when

the equipment under test is designed for operation as part of and powered by

another system or piece of equipment. Where this is the case, the limit values

of the host system or host equipment shall appiy. The appropriate limit values

shall be declared by the manufacturer and recorded in the test report.

5. 2.2. 1 Mains voitage

The extreme test voltage for equipment to be connected to an AC mains

source shall be the nominal mains voltage i10%.

5.2.2.2 Lead-acid be ttegg power source used on vehicles

When radio equipment is intended for operation from the alternator-fed lead-

acid battery power sources which are standard in vehicles, then extreme test

voltage shall be 1.3 and 0.9 times the nominal voltage of the battery (6V, 12V

etc.)

5. 2. 2.3 Power sources using other types of batteries

The lower extreme test voltage for equipment with power sources using the fol-

lowing types of battery, shall be

a) for Lectanche, alkaline, or lithium type battery: 0.85 times the

nominal voltage of the battery

b) for the mercury or nickel-cadmium types of battery: 0.9 times the

nominal voltage of the battery.

in both cases, the upper extreme test voltage shall be 1.15 times the nominal

voltage of the battery.

29 November 1999
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5.2.2.4 Other power sources

For equipment using other power sources, or capable of being operated from a

variety of power sources (primary or secondary), the extreme test voltages

shall be those declared by the manufacturer. These shall be recorded in the

test report.
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6 APPENDIX B

The Radio parameters shall be tested in the following conditions

Parameter Temperature Power source

Output Power

Power control

Modulation index

Initial Carrier Frequency accuracy

Carrier Frequency drift

In-band spurious emissions

Out-of-band Spurious Emissions

Sensitivity

Interference Performance

lntermodulation Characteristics

Out-of-band blocking

Maximum Usable Level

Receiver Signal Strength Indicator

ETC = Extreme Test Conditions
NTC = Nominal Test Conditions

Appendix B 29 November 1999
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1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Bluetooth is a short-range radio link intended to replace the cab|e(s) connect-

ing portable andior fixed electronic devices. Key features are robustness. low

complexity, low power, and low cost.

Bluetooth operates in the unlicensed ISM band at 2.4 GHZ. A frequency hop

transceiver is applied to combat interference and fading. A shaped, binary FM

modulation is applied to minimize transceiver complexity. The symbol rate is 1

Msls. A slotted channel is applied with a nominal slot length of 625 ps. For full

duplex transmission, a Time-Division Duplex (TDD) scheme is used. On the

channel, information is exchanged through packets. Each packet is transmitted

on a different hop frequency. A packet nominally covers a single slot, but can

be extended to cover up to five slots.

The Bluetooth protocol uses a combination of circuit and packet switching.

Slots can be reserved for synchronous packets. Bluetooth can support an

asynchronous data channel, up to three simultaneous synchronous voice

channels, or a channel which simultaneously supports asynchronous data and

synchronous voice. Each voice channel supports a 64 kbls synchronous

(voice) channel in each direction. The asynchronous channel can support max-

imal 723.2 kbls asymmetric (and still up to 57.6 kbis in the return direction), or

433.9 kbfs symmetric.

The Bluetooth system consists of a radio unit (see Retain E3§3§3CifiS€§§iE}n), a link

control unit, and a support unit for link management and host terminal interface

functions, see Figure ‘E3? on 41. The current document describes the

specifications of the Bluetooth link controller, which carries out the baseband

protocols and other low-level link routines. Link layer messages for link set-up

and control are defined in the Link it-taraager Preteen: on page

Bluetooth

link

manager
8: [l0

'2.” " 'B'lu'e'to"
Bluetooth link 2

radio controller 5

Figure 1.1.‘ Different functional blocks in the Bluetooth system

The Bluetooth system provides a point-to-point connection (only two Bluetooth

units involved), or a point-to-multipoint connection, see Figure 1.2 on page

in the point-to-multipoint connection. the channel is shared among several

Bluetooth units. Two or more units sharing the same channel form a piconet.

One Bluetooth unit acts as the master of the piconet, whereas the other unit(s)

General Description 29 November 1999
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acts as s|ave(s). Up to seven slaves can be active in the piconet. In addition,

many more slaves can remain locked to the master in a so~ca||ed parked state.

These parked slaves cannot be active on the channel, but remain synchro-

nized to the master. Both for active and parked slaves, the channel access is

controlled by the master.

Multiple piconets with overlapping coverage areas form a scatternet. Each

piconet can only have a single master. However, slaves can participate in dif-

ferent piconets on a time-division multiplex basis. In addition, a master in one

piconet can be a slave in another piconet. The piconets shall not be time- or

frequency-synchronized. Each piconet has its own hopping channel.

3

Figure 1.2: Piconefs with a single siave operation (a). a muiii-siave operation (in) and a scatternet
operation {c}.
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2 PHYSICAL CHANNEL

2.1 FREQUENCY BAND AND RF CHANNELS

Bluetooth operates in the 2.4 GHZ ISM band. Although globally available. the

exact location and the width of the band may differ by country. in the US and

Europe. a band of 83.5 MHz width is available; in this band. 79 RF channels

spaced 1 MHZ apart are defined. In Japan, Spain, and France. a smaller band

is available; in this band, 23 RF channels spaced 1 MHZ apart are defined.

Country Frequency Range RF Channels

Europe‘ & USA 2400 - 2483.5 MHZ t‘: 2402 + k MHZ

Japan 24?1 - 249? MHZ t'= 2473 + k MHZ

Spain 2445 - 2475 MHz f= 2449 + l: MHZ

France 2446.5 - 2483.5 MHZ f= 2454 + R MHZ

Table 2.1: Avaiiabie RF channels

*. except Spain and France

2.2 CHANNEL DEFINITION

The channel is represented by a pseudo-random hopping sequence hopping

through the 79 or 23 RF channels. The hopping sequence is unique for the

piconet and is determined by the Bluetooth device address of the master; the

phase in the hopping sequence is determined by the Bluetooth clock of the

master. The channel is divided into time slots where each slot corresponds to

an RF hop frequency. Consecutive hops correspond to different RF hop fre-

quencies. The nominal hop rate is 1600 hopsis. All Bluetooth units participating

in the piconet are time- and hop-synchronized to the channel.

2.3 TIME SLOTS

The channel is divided into time slots, each 625 1.18 in length. The time slots are

numbered according to the Bluetooth clock of the piconet master. The slot

numbering ranges from 0 to 227-1 and is cyclic with a cycle length of 227.

In the time slots, master and slave can transmit packets.

A TDD scheme is used where master and slave alternatively transmit, see

§-"igttre 2.1 on page 44. The master shall start its transmission in even-

numbered time slots only, and the slave shall start its transmission in odd-

numbered time slots only. The packet start shall be aligned with the slot start.

Packets transmitted by the master or the slave may extend over up to five time
slots.

Physical Channel 29 November 1999
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The RF hop frequency shall remain fixed for the duration of the packet. For a

single packet, the RF hop frequency to be used is derived from the current

Bluetooth clock value. For a multi-slot packet, the RF hop frequency to be used

for the entire packet is derived from the Bluetooth clock value in the first slot of

the packet. The RF hop frequency in the first slot after a multi-slot packet shall

use the frequency as determined by the current Bluetooth clock value. i3i5.;ure

2.2 on page 44 illustrates the hop definition on single- and multi-slot packets. If

a packet occupies more than one time slot, the hop frequency applied shall be

the hop frequency as applied in the time slot where the packet transmission
was started.

Baseband Specification

f{|<+1) } f(k+2) : f{k+3) : f{|-(+4) f(|<+5) I f(k+6):

f{k+3) : f{k+-4) f(|<+5) : f(k+6}

f(k-+5) : f(k+6)

Figure 2.2: Mum"-siofpackers

2.4 MODULATION AND BIT RATE

The data transmitted has a symbol rate of1 lvisis. A Gaussian-shaped, binary FSK

modulation is applied with a BT product of 0.5. A binary one is represented by a

positive frequency deviation. a binary zero by a negative frequency deviation. The

maximum frequency deviation shall be between 140 kHz and 175 kHz.

44 29 November 1999 Physical Channel
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3 PHYSICAL LINKS

3.1 GENERAL

Between master and slave(s), different types of links can be established. Two

link types have been defined:

- Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO) link

- Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) link

The SCO link is a point-to-point link between a master and a single slave in the

piconet. The master maintains the SCO link by using reserved slots at regular

intervats. The AOL link is a point-to-multipoint link between the master and all

the slaves participating on the piconet. In the slots not reserved for the SCO

|ink(s), the master can establish an ACL link on a per-slot basis to any slave,

including the s|ave(s) already engaged in an SCO link.

3.2 SCO LINK

The SCO link is a symmetric, point-to-point link between the master and a spe-
cific slave. The SCO link reserves slots and can therefore be considered as a

circuit-switched connection between the master and the slave. The SCO link

typically supports time—bounded information like voice. The master can support

up to three SCO links to the same slave or to different slaves. A slave can sup-

port up to three SCO links from the same master, or two SCO links if the links

originate from different masters. SCO packets are never retransmitted.

The master will send SCO packets at regular intervals, the so-called SCO inter-

val TSCO (counted in slots) to the slave in the reserved master-to-slave slots.

The SCO slave is always allowed to respond with an SCO packet in the follow-

ing slave-to-master slot unless a different slave was addressed in the previous
master-to-slave slot. If the SCO slave fails to decode the slave address in the

packet header, it is still allowed to return an SCO packet in the reserved SCO
slot.

The SCO link is established by the master sending an SCO setup message via

the LM protocol. This message will contain timing parameters such as the SCO

interval T500 and the offset D300 to specify the reserved slots.

In order to prevent clock wrap-around problems, an initialization flag in the LMP

setup message indicates whether initialization procedure 1 or 2 is being used.

The slave shall apply the initialization method as indicated by the initialization

flag. The master uses initialization 1 when the M88 of the current master clock

(CLK27) is 0; it uses initialization 2 when the MSB of the current master clock

(CLK-27) is 1. The master-to-stave SCO slots reserved by the master and the

slave shall be initialized on the slots for which the clock satisfies the following

equation:
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Cl-K274 m0d Tsco = Dsco

(C'—K27=C'-K2s—1) m0d Tsco '7 Dsco for initialization 2

The slave-to-master SCO slots shall directly follow the reserved master-to-

slave .900 slots. After initialization, the clock value CLK(k+1 } for the next mas-

ter-to-slave SCO slot is found by adding the fixed interval T590 to the clock
value of the current master-to-slave SCO slot:

CLK(k+1) = CLK(k) + TSCO

3.3 ACL LINK

In the slots not reserved for SCO links, the master can exchange packets with

any slave on a per-slot basis. The ACL link provides a packet-switched con-

nection between the master and all active slaves participating in the piconet.

Both asynchronous and isochronous services are supported. Between a mas-

ter and a slave only a single ACL link can exist. For most ACL packets, packet

retransmission is applied to assure data integrity.

A slave is permitted to return an ACL packet in the slave-to-master slot if and

only if it has been addressed in the preceding master-to-slave slot. If the slave

fails to decode the slave address in the packet header, it is not allowed to
transmit.

ACL packets not addressed to a specific slave are considered as broadcast

packets and are read by every slave. If there is no data to be sent on the ACL

link and no polling is required. no transmission shall take place.
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4 PACKETS

4.1 GENERAL FORMAT

The bit ordering when defining packets and messages in the Baseband

Specification, follows the Littie Endian format, i.e., the following rules apply:

- The ieast significant bit (LSB) corresponds to ha;

- The LSB is the first bit sent Over the air;

- In illustrations, the LSB is shown on the left side;

The baseband controller interprets the first bit arriving from a higher software

layer as b,,; i.e. this is the first bit to be sent over the air. Furthermore, data

fields generated internally at baseband level, such as the packet header fields

and payload header length, are transmitted with the LSB first. For instance, a

3-bit parameter X=3 is sent as b,,ia,i:2 = 110 over the air where 1 is sent first
and 0 is sent last.

The data on the piconet channel is conveyed in packets. The general packet

format is shown in ;-"3%gi.::‘e 5%.? on page ~'§?. Each packet consists of 3 entities:

the access code, the header, and the payload. In the figure, the number of bits

per entity is indicated.

LSB 72 54 0 - 2745 MSB

Figure 4. is Standard packet fonnat.

The access code and header are of fixed size: 72 bits and 54 bits respectively.

The payload can range from zero to a maximum of 2745 bits. Different packet

types have been defined. Packets may consist of the (shortened) access code

only (see it} packet on page 55), of the access code — header, or of the access

code — header — payload.
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4.2 ACCESS CODE

Each packet starts with an access code. If a packet header follows, the access

code is 72 bits long, otherwise the access code is 68 bits long. This access

code is used for synchronization, DC offset compensation and identification.

The access code identifies all packets exchanged on the channel of the pico-

net: all packets sent in the same piconet are preceded by the same channel

access code. In the receiver of the Bluetooth unit, a sliding correlator correlates

against the access code and triggers when a threshold is exceeded. This trig-

ger signal is used to determine the receive timing.

The access code is also used in paging and inquiry procedures. In this case,

the access code itself is used as a signalling message and neither a header

nor a payload is present.

The access code consists of a preamble. a sync word. and possibly a trailer,

See Figs-r'e 62.2 on page 48. For details see Section 63.2.‘? on page 632‘.

LSB 4 64

PREAMBLE SYNC WORD

Figure 4.2: Access code format

4.2.1 Access code types

There are three different types of access codes defined:

- Channel Access Code (CAC)

- Device Access Code (DAC)

- Inquiry Access Code (IAC)

The respective access code types are used for a Bluetooth unit in different

operating modes. The channel access code identifies a piconet. This code is

included in all packets exchanged on the piconet channel. The device access

code is used for special signalling procedures, e.g., paging and response to

paging. For the inquiry access code there are two variations. A general inquiry

access code (GIAC) is common to all devices. The GIAC can be used to dis-

cover which other Bluetooth units are in range. The dedicated inquiry access

code (DIAC) is common for a dedicated group of Bluetooth units that share a

common characteristic. The DIAC can be used to discover only these dedi-

cated Bluetooth units in range.

The CAC consists of a preamble, sync word, and trailer and its total length is

72 bits. When used as self-contained messages without a header, the DAC

and IAC do not include the trailer bits and are of length 68 bits.
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The different access code types use different Lower Address Parts (LAPS) to

construct the sync word. The LAP field of the BD address is explained in F.~'er:—

iien 1.3.1 en ‘$43. A summary of the different access code types can be

found in Teiate 4.‘? or: page 433.

Baseband Specification

Code type Code length

See also 3e=;:§it:»n 13.2

en pas-rge ‘:43:

Table 4.1: Summary ofaccess oode types.

*. length 72 is only used in combination with FHS packets

4.2.2 Preamble

The preamble is a fixed zero-one pattern of 4 symbols used to facilitate DC

compensation. The sequence is either 1010 or 0101. depending whether the

LSB of the foliowing sync word is 1 or 0, respectively. The preamble is shown

in i"igere 4.3 an page 49.

LSB MS LSB _ LSB MSB LSB _

m1"" 010‘! 0"‘-
preamble sync word preamble sync word

Figure 4.3: Pneambie

4.2.3 Sync Word

The sync word is a 64-bit code word derived from a 24 bit address (LAP); for
the CAC the master's LAP is used; for the GIAC and the DIAC, reserved, dedi-

cated LAPs are used; for the DAC. the slave unit LAP is used. The construction

guarantees large Hamming distance between sync words based on different

LAPs. In addition, the good autocorrelation properties of the sync word improve

on the timing synchronization process. The derivation of the sync word is

described in $3-eetic.-r 1:3,? on page 143
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4.2.4 Trailer

The trailer is appended to the sync word as soon as the packet header follows

the access code. This is typically the case with the CAC. but the trailer is also

used in the DAC and IAC when these codes are used in FHS packets

exchanged during page response and inquiry response procedures.

The trailer is a fixed zero-one pattern of four symbols. The trailer together with

the three MSBS of the syncword form a 7-bit pattern of alternating ones and

zeroes which may be used for extended DC compensation. The trailer

sequence is either 1010 or 0101 depending on whether the MSB of the sync

word is O or 1, respectively. The choice of trailer is illustrated in E”-iiggur-:-3 4.»? on

page

_ use Lsa MSB _ use LSB MSB

sync word traller sync word trailer

3} b)

Figure 4.4: Trailer in 0.40 when MSB ofsync word is 0 (a), and when MSB of sync word is 1 (b).
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4.3 PACKET HEADER

The header contains link control (LC) information and consists of 6 fields:

- AM_ADDR: 3- bit active member address

- TYPE: 4-bit type code

- FLOW: 1-bit flow control

- ARQN: 1-bit acknowledge indication

- SEQN: 1-bit sequence number

- HEC: 8-bit header error check

The total header, including the HEC, consists of18 bits, see Figure 4.5 on page

and is encoded with a rate 113 FEC (not shown but described in friection 3%.?

on page 5?) resulting in a 54-bit header. Note that the AM_ADDR and TYPE
fields are sent with their LSB first. The function of the different fields will be

explained next.

L53 3 4 1 1 1

Figure 4.5: Header format.

4.3.1 AM_ADDR

The Alv1_ADDR represents a member address and is used to distinguish

between the active members participating on the piconet. In a piconet. one or

more slaves are connected to a single master. To identify each slave sepa-

rately, each slave is assigned a temporary 3-bit address to be used when it is

active. Packets exchanged between the master and the slave all carry the

Alv‘i_ADDR of this slave; that is, the AM_ADDR of the slave is used in both

master-to-slave packets and in the slave-to-master packets. The all-zero

address is reserved for broadcasting packets from the master to the slaves.

An exception is the FHS packet which may use the all-zero member address

but is nota broadcast message (Sectioaw «<E.z§.’§ .4 cs": 56). Slaves that are

disconnected or parked give up their AM_ADDR. A new AM_ADDR has to be

assigned when they re-enter the piconet.

4.3.2 TYPE

Sixteen different types of packets can be distinguished. The 4-bit TYPE code

specifies which packet type is used. Important to note is that the interpretation

of the TYPE code depends on the physical link type associated with the

packet. First, it shall be determined whether the packet is sent on an SCO link

or an ACL link. Then it can be determined which type of SCO packet or ACL

packet has been received. The TYPE code also reveals how many slots the

current packet will occupy. This allows the non-addressed receivers to refrain

Packets 29 November 1999
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from listening to the channel for the duration of the remaining slots. In Section

4.4 on page 54, each packet type will be described in more detail.

Baseband Specification

4.3.3 FLOW

This bit is used for flow control of packets over the ACL link. When the RX

buffer for the ACL link in the recipient is full and is not emptied, a STOP indica-

tion (FLOW=0) is returned to stop the transmission of data temporarily. Note,

that the STOP signal only concerns ACL packets. Packets including only link

control information (ID, POLL and NULL packets) or SCO packets can still be

received. When the RX buffer is empty, a G0 indication (FLOW=1) is returned.

When no packet is received, or the received header is in error, a G0 is

assumed implicitly.

4.3.4 ARON

The 1-bit acknowledgment indication ARQN is used to inform the source of a

successful transfer of payload data with CRC, and can be positive acknowl-

edge ACK or negative acknowledge NAK. If the reception was successful, an

ACK (ARQN=1) is returned, otherwise a NAK (ARQN=0) is returned. When no

return message regarding acknowledge is received, a NAK is assumed implic-

itly. NAK is also the default return information.

The ARON is piggy-backed in the header of the return packet. The success of

the reception is checked by means of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code.
An unnumbered ARQ scheme which means that the ARQN relates to the latest

received packet from the same source, is used. See Section 5.3 an page 68 for

initialization and usage of this bit.

4.3.5 SEQN

The SEQN bit provides a sequential numbering scheme to order the data

packet stream. For each new transmitted packet that contains data with CRC.

the SEQN bit is inverted. This is required to filter out retransmissions at the

destination; if a retransmission occurs due to a failing ACK, the destination

receives the same packet twice. By comparing the SEQN of consecutive pack-

ets, correctly received retransmissions can be discarded. The SEQN has to be

added due to a lack of packet numbering in the unnumbered ARQ scheme.

See sectic-r=. on page Tit} for initialization and usage of the SEQN bit. For

broadcast packets, a modified sequencing method is used, see E~2~ez:tior~. £':.3.:'$

on page .32.

4.3.6 HEC

Each header has a header-error-check to check the header integrity. The HEC

consists of an 8-bit word generated by the polynomial 64'? (octai representa-

tion). Before generating the HEC, the HEC generator is initialized with an 8-bit

value. For FHS packets sent in master page response state, the slave upper
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address part (UAP) is used. For FHS packets sent in inquiry response, the

defauit check initialization (DCI, see Secmm 5.2%) is used. In all other cases, the
UAP of the master device is used. For the definition of Bluetooth device

addresses, see Section 13.1 or: page ‘E-$3.

Base-band Specification

After the initialization, a HEC is calculated for the 10 header bits. Before check-

ing the HEC, the receiver must initialize the HEC check circuitry with the proper

8-bit UAP (or DC|). If the HEC does not check, the entire packet is disregarded.

More information can be found in Secticn 5.4 on F3.
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4.4 PACKET TYPES

The packets used on the piconet are related to the physical links they are used in.

Up to now, two physical links are defined: the SCO link and the ACL link. For each

of these links. 12 different packet types can be defined. Four control packets will be

common to all link types: their TYPE code is unique irrespective of the link type.

To indicate the different packets on a link, the 4-bit TYPE code is used. The

packet types have been divided into four segments. The first segment is

reserved for the four control packets common to all physical link types; all four

packet types have been defined. The second segment is reserved for packets

occupying a single time slot; six packet types have been defined. The third seg-

ment is reserved for packets occupying three time slots; two packet types have

been defined. The fourth segment is reserved for packets occupying five time

slots; two packet types have been defined. The slot occupancy is refiected in the

segmentation and can directly be derived from the type code. Table -*3 on page

EEK? summarizes the packets defined so far for the SCO and ACL link types.

TYPE code

Segment 3335213150 Slot occupancy ACL link

0000 1 NULL

0001 '1 POLL

0010 1 FHS

0011 DM1

G100 DH1

0101 undefined

0110 undefined

0111 undefined

1000 DV undefined

1001 undefined AUX‘!

1010 undefined DM3

1011 undefined DH3

1100 undefined undefined

1101 undefined undefined

1110 undefined DM5

1111 5 undefined DH5
4

Table 4.2: Packets defined for SCO and ACL link types
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4.4.1 Common packet types

There are five common packets. In addition to the types listed in segment 1 of

the previous table, there is the ID packet not listed. Each packet will now be
examined in more detail.

4.4.1.1 I'D gacket

The identity or ID packet consists of the device access code (DAC) or inquiry

access code (IAC). It has a fixed length of 68 bits. It is a very robust packet

since the receiver uses a bit correlator to match the received packet to the

known bit sequence of the ID packet. The packet is used, for example, in pag-

ing, inquiry, and response routines.

4.4.1.2 NULL packet

The NULL packet has no payload and therefore consists of the channel access

code and packet header only. Its total (fixed) length is 126 bits. The NULL

packet is used to return link information to the source regarding the success of

the previous transmission (ARON), or the status of the RX buffer (FLOW). The

NULL packet itself does not have to be acknowledged.

4.4.1.3 POLL Qacket

The POLL packet is very similar to the NULL packet. It does not have a pay-

load either. In contrast to the NULL packet, it requires a confirmation from the

recipient. It is not a part of the ARC) scheme. The POLL packet does not affect

the ARON and SEQN fields. Upon reception of a POLL packet the slave must

respond with a packet. This return packet is an implicit acknowledgement of

the POLL packet. This packet can be used by the master in a piconet to poll the

slaves, which must then respond even if they do not have information to send.
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4.4.1.4 FHS gasket‘

The FHS packet is a special control packet revealing, among other things, the

Bluetooth device address and the clock of the sender. The payload contains

144 information bits plus a 16-bit CRC code. The payload is coded with a rate

2i'3 FEC which brings the gross paytoad length to 240 bits. The FHS packet

covers a single time slot.

-1.6 on page 55 illustrates the format and contents of the FHS payload.

The payload consists of eleven fields. The FHS packet is used in page master

response, inquiry response and in master slave switch. In page master

response or master slave switch, it is retransmitted until its reception is

acknowledged or a timeout has exceeded. In inquiry response. the FHS packet

is not acknowledged. The FHS packet contains real-time clock information.

This clock information is updated before each retransmission. The retransmis-

sion of the FHS payload is thus somewhat different from the retransmission of

ordinary data payloads where the same payload is used for each retransmis-

sion. The FHS packet is used for frequency hop synchronization before the

piconet channel has been established, or when an existing piconet changes to

a new piconet. In the former case, the recipient has not been assigned an

active member address yet, in which case the AM_ADDR field in the FHS

packet header is set to all-zeroes; however, the FHS packet should not be

considered as a broadcast packet. in the latter case the slave already has an

AM_ADDR in the existing piconet, which is then used in the FHS packet
headen

Lss M53
34 24 2 2 2 8 16 24 3 26 3

Page
Parity bits LAP ”"' UAP NAP 0'35?“ ’°‘'‘’'— CLKM scan

defined device ADD mode

Figure 4. 6: Format ofthe FHS payload

Each field is described in more detail below:

This 34-bit field contains the parity bits that form the first part of the sync
word of the access code of the unit that sends the FHS packet. These bits
are derived from the LAP as described in ‘."'>lc¢-..l'\iCn 13.2 on page 341%.

Parity bits

This 24-bit field contains the lower address part of the unit that sends the
LAP FHS packet.

Undefined This 2-bit field is reserved for future use and shall be set to zero.

This 2-bit field is the scan repetition field and indicates the interval between two

SR consecutive page scan windows. see also -4.4 and ‘Terrie tt'.‘=.‘i on oagge ti:-1

Table 4.3: Description of the FHS payload
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AIlll_ADDR

Page scan
mode

This 2-bit field is the scan period field and indicates the period in which the
mandatory page scan mode is applied after transmission of an inquiry
response message. see also Table 4.5 and Table ‘.913 on page 112.

This 8-bit field contains the upper address part of the unit that sends the
FHS packet.

This 16-bit field contains the non-significant address part of the unit that
sends the FHS packet {see also saeciicre 113.1 ca‘: gzzage 143 for LAP. UAP,
and NAP}.

This 24-bit field contains the class of device of the unit that sends the FHS

packet. The class of device has not been defined yet.

This 3-bit field contains the member address the recipient shall use if the
FHS packet is used at call setup or mastenslave switch. A slave responding
to a master or a unit responding to an inquiry request message shall include
an all-zero AM_ADDR field if it sends the FHS packet.

This 26-bit field contains the value of the native system clock of the unit that
sends the FHS packet, sampled at the beginning of the transmission of the
access code of this FHS packet. This clock value has a resolution of
‘l.25ms (two«sIot Interval). For each new transmission, this field is updated
so that it accurately reflects the real-time clock value.

This 3-bit field indicates which scan mode is used by default by the sender
of the FHS packet. The interpretation of the page scan mode is illustrated in
Table 4.6. Currently. the standard supports one mandatory scan mode and
up to three optional scan modes (see also “A__opanr.='i>< "vii" on page 993).

Table 4.3.’ Descripfion of the FHS payload

SR bit fDl111at l:l1bg.

00

01

10

11

R0

R1

R2

reserved

Table 4.4: Contents ofSR feid

SP bit format b1bu

00

O1

10

11

P0

P1

P2

reserved

Table 4.5: Contents ofSP field
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Bit format bzbtbn Page scan mode

000 Mandatory scan mode

001 Optional scan mode I

010 Optional scan mode II

011 Optional scan mode Ill

Reserved for future use

Reserved for future use

Reserved for future use

111 Reserved forfuture use

Table 4.6: Contents ofpage scan mode fieid

The LAP, UAP, and NAP together form the 48-bit IEEE address of the unit that

sends the FHS packet. Using the parity bits and the LAP, the recipient can

directly construct the channel access code of the sender of the FHS packet.

4.4.1.5 DM1_Qacket

DM1 serves as part of segment 1 in order to support control messages in any

link type. However, it can also carry regular user data. Since the DM1 packet is

recognized on the SCO link, it can interrupt the synchronous information to

send control information. Since the DM1 packet can be regarded as an ACL

packet, it will be discussed in Sectéor: -ri.«'i.3 on page 50.

4.4.2 SCO packets

SCO packets are used on the synchronous SCO link. The packets do not

include a CRC and are never retransmitted. SCO packets are routed to the

synchronous |i'O (voice) port. Up to now, three pure SCO packets have been

defined. In addition, an SCO packet is defined which carries an asynchronous

data field in addition to a synchronous (voice) field. The SCO packets defined

so far are typically used for 64 kbis speech transmission.

4.4.2.1’ HV1 gasket

The HV1 packet carries 10 information bytes. The bytes are protected with a

rate U3 FEC. No CRC is present. The payload length is fixed at 240 bits. There

is no payload header present.

HV packets are typically used for voice transmission. HV stands for High-

quality Voice. The voice packets are never retransmitted and need no CRC.
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An HV1 packet can carry 1.25ms of speech at a 64 kbis rate. In that case, an

HV1 packet has to be sent every two time slots (TsCO=2).

4.4.2.2 HV2 gasket

The HV2 packet carries 20 information bytes. The bytes are protected with a

rate 2i3 FEC. No CRC is present. The payload length is fixed at 240 bits. There

is no payload header present.

If the HV2 packet is used for voice at a 64 kbis rate, it can carry 2.5ms of

speech. In that case, an HV2 packet has to be sent every four time slots

(Tsco=4)-

4.4.2.3 Hi/,3 packet

The HV3 packet carries 30 information bytes. The bytes are not protected by

FEC. No CRC is present. The payload length is fixed at 240 bits. There is no

payload header present.

if the HV3 packet is used for voice at a 64 kbis rate, it can carry 3.75ms of

speech. In that case, an HV3 packet has to be sent every six time slots

(Tsco=5)-

4.4.2.4 DV packet

The DV packet is a combined data - voice packet. The payload is divided into a

voice field of 80 bits and a data field containing up to 150 bits, see -<t.?“.

The voice field is not protected by FEC. The data field contains up to 10 infor-

mation bytes (inciuding the 1-byte payload header) and includes a 16-bit CRC.

The data field is encoded with a rate 2i3 FEC. If necessary, extra zeroes are

appended to assure that the total number of payload bits is a multiple of 10

prior to FEC encoding. Since the DV packet has to be sent at regular intervals

due to its synchronous (voice) contents, it is listed under the SCO packet

types. The voice and data fields are treated completely separate. The voice
field is handled like normal SCO data and is never retransmitted; that is, the

voice field is always new. The data field is checked for errors and is retransmit-

ted if necessary.

Figure 4. 7: DV packet format
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4.4.3 ACL packets

ACL packets are used on the asynchronous links. The information carried can

be user data or control data. Including the DM1 packet, seven ACL packets

have been defined. Six of the ACL packets contain a CRC code and retrans-

mission is applied if no acknowledgement of proper reception is received

(except in case a flush operation is carried out, see Sectiran on page }’1).

The 7th ACL packet, the AUX1 packet, has no CR0 and is not retransmitted.

4.4.3.1 DM1 Qagket

The DM1 packet is a packet that carries data information only. DM stands for

Data — Medium rate. The payload contains up to 18 information bytes (includ-

ing the 1-byte payload header) plus a 16-bit CRC code. The DM1 packet may

cover up to a single time slot. The information plus CRC bits are coded with a

rate 23 FEC which adds 5 parity bits to every 10-bit segment. If necessary,

extra zeros are appended after the CRC bits to get the total number of bits

(information bits. CRC bits, and tail bits) equal a multiple of 10. The payload

header in the DM1 packet is only 1 byte long. see Erigure en page E2. The

length indicator in the payload header specifies the number of user bytes

(excluding payload header and the CRC code).

4.4. 3.2 DH1 gasket

This packet is similar to the Dlv11 packet, except that the information in the pay-

load is not FEC encoded. As a result, the DH1 packet can carry up to 28 infor-

mation bytes plus a 16-bit CRC code. DH stands for Data — High rate. The DH1

packet may cover up to a single time slot.

4.4.3.3 DM3 Qackel.‘

The DM3 packet is a DM1 packet with an extended payload. The DM3 packet

may cover up to three time slots. The payload contains up to 123 information

bytes (including the 2-bytes payload header) plus a 16-bit CRC code. The pay-

load header in the DM3 packet is 2 bytes long, see Figure an page The

length indicator in the payload header specifies the number of user bytes

(excluding payload header and the CRC code). When a DM3 packet is sent or

received, the RF hop frequency shall not change for a duration of three time

Slots (the first time slot being the slot where the channel access code was

transmitted).

4.4. 3.4 DH3 packet

This packet is similar to the DM3 packet. except that the information in the pay-

load is not FEC encoded. As a result, the DH3 packet can carry up to 185 infor-

mation bytes (including the two bytes payload header) plus a 16-bit CRC code.
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The DH3 packet may cover three time slots. When a DH3 packet is sent or

received, the hop frequency shall not change for a duration of three time slots

(the first time slot being the slot where the channel access code was transmit-

ted).

4.4.3.5 DM5 gasket‘

The DM5 packet is a DM1 packet with an extended payload. The DM5 packet

may cover up to five time slots. The payload contains up to 226 information

bytes (including the 2-bytes payload header) plus a 16-bit CRC code. The pay-

load header in the DM5 packet is 2 bytes long. The length indicator in the pay-

load header specifies the number of user bytes (excluding payload header and

the CRC code). When a DM5 packet is sent or received, the hop frequency

shall not change for a duration of five time slots (the first time slot being the slot

where the channel access code was transmitted).

4.4.3.6 DH5 Qacket

This packet is similar to the DM5 packet, except that the information in the pay-

load is not FEC encoded. As a result, the DH5 packet can carry up to 341 infor-

mation bytes (including the two bytes payload header) plus a 16-bit CRC code.

The DH5 packet may cover five time slots. When a DH5 packet is sent or

received, the hop frequency shall not change for a duration of five time slots

(the first time slot being the slot where the channel access code was transmit-

ted).

4.4.3.7 AUX‘! Qacket

This packet resembles a DH1 packet but has no CRC code. The AUX1 packet

can carry up to 30 information bytes (including the 1-byte payload header). The

AUX1 packet may cover up to a singte time slot.
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4.5 PAYLOAD FORMAT

In the previous packet overview. severai payload formats were considered. In

the payload, two fields are distinguished: the (synchronous) voice field and the

(asynchronous) data field. The AOL packets only have the data field and the

SCO packets only have the voice field — with the exception of the DV packets
which have both.

4.5.1 Voice field

The voice field has a fixed length. For the HV packets, the voice field length is

240 bits; for the DV packet the voice field length is 80 bits. No payload header

is present.

4.5.2 Data field

The data field consists of three segments: a payload header, a payload body.

and possibly a CRC code (only the AUX1 packet does not carry a CRC code).

1. Payload header

Only data fields have a payload header. The payload header is one or two

bytes long. Packets in segments one and two have a 1-byte payload header;

packets in segments three and four have a 2-bytes payload header. The

payload header specifies the logical channel (2-bit L_CH indication), con-

trols the flow on the logical channels (1-bit FLOW indication), and has a pay»

load length indicator (5 bits and 9 bits for 1-byte and 2-bytes payload

header, respectively). In the case of a 2-byte payload header, the length

indicator is extended by four bits into the next byte. The remaining four bits

of the second byte are reserved for future use and shail be set to zero. The

formats of the 1-byte and 2-bytes payload headers are shown in Figure

on page 62 and i«”ig=..=re elm? on page 82.

LSB MSB
2 1 5

Figure 4.8: Payload header format for singie-slot packets.

LSB MSB
2 1 9 4

UN-

Figure 4.9: Payload header format for mum‘-siot packets.

The L_CH field is transmitted first, the length field last. in 4.? on page

more details about the contents of the L_CH field are listed.
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L_CH COCIB Logical
13150 Chan nel Information

00 NA undefined

01 Continuation fragment of an L2CAP message

10 Start of an L2CAP message or no fragmentation

11 UV! LMP message

Table 4. 7: Logical o'1annell._Cl-l field contents

An L2CAP message can be fragmented into several packets. Code 10 is

used for an LZCAP packet carrying the first fragment of such a message;

code 01 is used for continuing fragments. If there is no fragmentation, code

10 is used for every packet. Code 11 is used for LMP messages. Code 00 is
reserved for future use.

The flow indicator in the payload is used to control the flow at the L2CAP

levet. It is used to control the flow per logical channel (when applicable).

FLOW=1 means flow-on ("OK to send") and FLOW=0 means flow-off

("stop"). There are no strict real-time requirements on the flow bit in the pay-

load header. Flow bit in the last correctly received payload header deter-

mines flow status. The link manager is responsible for setting and

processing the flow bit in the payload header. Rea|—time flow control is car-

ried out at the packet level by the link controller via the flow bit in the packet

header (see Sfiectidn on 53:2). With the payload flow bit, traffic from

the remote end can be controlled. It is allowed to generate and send an ACL

packet with payload load length zero. LZCAP start- and continue-fragment

indications (L_CH=10 and L_CH=01) also retain their meaning when the

payload length is equal to zero (i.e. an empty start-fragment should not be

sent in the middle of an on-going LZCAP packet transmission). It is always

safe to send an ACL packet with payload length=0 and L_CH=10. The pay-

load flow bit has its own meaning for each logical channel (UAll or LM), see

"Table 4.8 on page 63. On the LM channel, no flow control is applied and the

payload flow bit is always set at one.

Usage and semantics of the ACL payload header FLOW bit

Not defined. reserved for future use.

Flow control ofthe UNI channels (which are used to send L2CAP messages)

Always set FLOW=‘l on transmission and ignore the bit on reception

Table 4.8: Use ofpayload header flow bit‘ on the logical channels.

The length indicator indicates the number of bytes (i.e. 8-bit words) in the

payload excluding the payload header and the CRC code; i.e. the payload

body only. With reference to Figure 4.8 and Figure r<‘s.£~‘, the MSB of the

length field in a 1-byte header is the last (right-most) bit in the payload
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header; the MSB of the length fieid in a 2-byte header is the fourth bit (from

left) of the second byte in the payload header.

2. Payload body

The payload body includes the user host information and determines the

effective user throughput. The length of the payload body is indicated in the

length field of the payload header.

3. CRC code generation

The 16-bit cyclic redundancy check code in the payload is generated by the

CRC-CCITT polynomial 210041 (octal representation). it is generated in a

way similar to the HEC. Before determining the CRC code, an 8-bit value is

used to initialize the CRC generator. For the CRC code in the FHS packets

sent in master page response state, the UAP of the slave is used. For the

FHS packet sent in inquiry response state, the DCI (see Section 55.3%) is

used. For all other packets, the UAP of the master is used.

The 8 bits are loaded into the 8 least significant (left-most) positions of the

LFSR circuit, see Figsste 5.10 on page "FEE. The other 8 bits are at the same

time reset to zero. Subsequently, the CRC code is calculated over the infor-

mation. Then the CRC code is appended to the information; the UAP (or

DCI) is disregarded. At the receive side, the CRC circuitry is in the same

way initialized with the 8-bit UAP (DCI) before the received information is

checked. More information can be found in E‘ae::té:.>n 5.4 on page ?’3.
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4.6 PACKET SUMMARY

A summary of the packets and their characteristics is shown in Table 63.9,

Table 4.1% and Tabie 4,11. The user payload represents the packet payload

excluding FEC, CRC. and payload header.

ID

User Payload
(bytes)

Symmetric
Max. Rate 

na na

na

Asymmetric
Max. Rate

na

na

Na na

na na na

na F13 na na 03

18 na na

Table 4.9: Link control packets

Asyrnmetrlc Max.
Rate (kbfs)

Fonlvard Reverse

108.8 108.8

172.8

387.2

585.8

477.8

172.8

54.4

86.4

36.3

723.2

185.6

57.8

185.6

Table 4.10: ACL packers

Payload Header
{bytes}

User Payload
(bytes)

10

20

30

1o+(o—9) o

64.0

64.0

54.0

64.0+57.6 0

Table 4.11.‘ SCO packets

*. Items followed by ‘D’ relate to data field only.
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5 ERROR CORRECTION

There are three error correction schemes defined for Bluetooth:

- 1K3 rate FEC

- 2K3 rate FEC

- ARQ scheme for the data

The purpose of the FEC scheme on the data payload is to reduce the number

of retransmissions. However, in a reasonable error-free environment, FEC

gives unnecessary overhead that reduces the throughput. Therefore, the

packet definitions given in Sectigrrz at have been kept flexible to use FEC in the

payload or not, resulting in the DM and DH packets for the ACL link and the HV

packets for the SCO link. The packet header is always protected by a 1!3 rate
FEC; it contains valuable link information and should be able to sustain more
bit errors.

Correction measures to mask errors in the voice decoder are not included in

this section. This matter is discussed in section Section 12.3 on page ‘:42.

5.1 FEC CODE: RATE 1f3

A simple 3-times repetition FEC code is used for the header. The repetition

code is implemented by repeating the bit three times, see the illustration in .5'-'Ec}--

are 5.1 on page =’:‘s"’. The 3-bit repetition code is used for the entire header, and

also for the voice field in the HV1 packet.

ME ‘:1.
Figure 5.1: Bit-repetition encoding scheme.

5.2 FEC CODE: RATE 2:3

The other FEC scheme is a (15.10) shortened Hamming code. The generator

polynomial is g(D) = (D I l)(D4 I D 1 1) .This corresponds to 65 in octal nota-

tion. The LFSR generating this code is depicted in F-‘figure 5.2 on page 68. In!-

tially all register etements are set to zero. The 10 information bits are

sequentially fed into the LFSR with the switches 81 and 82 set in position 1.

Then, after the final input bit, the switches 81 and 82 are set in position 2, and

the five parity bits are shifted out. The parity bits are appended to the informa-

tion bits. Consequently, each block of 10 information bits is encoded into a 15

bit codeword. This code can correct all single errors and detect all double

errors in each codeword. This 233 rate FEC is used in the DM packets. in the

data field of the DV packet, in the FHS packet, and in the HV2 packet. Since

the encoder operates with information segments of length 10, tail bits with
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value zero may have to be appended after the CRC bits. The total number of

bits to encode, i.e., payload header, user data, CR0, and tail bits, must be a

multiple of 10. Thus, the number of tail bits to append is the least possible that

achieves this (i.e., in the interval O...9). These tail bits are not included in the

payload length indicator.

Data in (1.53 first)

Figure 5.2: LFSR generating the (1510) shortened Hamming code.

5.3 ARQ SCHEME

With an automatic repeat request scheme, DM, DH and the data field of DV

packets are transmitted and retransmitted until acknowledgement of a suc-

cessful reception is returned by the destination (or timeout is exceeded). The

acknowledgement information is included in the header of the return packet,

So-called piggy-backing. To determine whether the payload is correct or not, a

cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code is added to the packet. The ARQ scheme

only works on the payload in the packet (only that payload which has a CRC).

The packet header and the voice payload are not protected by the ARQ
scheme.

5.3.1 Unnumbered ARC!

Bluetooth uses a fast, unnumbered acknowledgment scheme: an ACK

(ARQN=1) or a NAK (ARQN=O) is returned in response to the receipt of previ-

ously received packet. The slave will respond in the slave-to-master slot

directly following the master-to-slave slot; the master will respond at the next

event it will address the same slave (the master may have addressed other

slaves between the last received packet from the considered slave and the

master response to this packet). For a packet reception to be successful, at

least the HEC must check. In addition, the CRC must check if present.

At the start of a new connection which may be the result of a page, page scan,

master~s|ave switch or unpark, the master sends a POLL packet to verify the

Connection. In this packet the master initializes the ARON bit to NAK. The

response packet sent by the slave also has the ARON bit set to NAK. The sub-

sequent packets use the following rules.

The ARQ bit is affected by data packets containing CR0 and empty slots only.

As shown in Fig. 5.3 on page 70, upon successful reception of a CRC packet,

the ARQN bit is set to ACK. if, in any receive slot in the slave or in a receive
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slot following transmission of a packet in the master, no access code is

detected, and the HEC check or the CRC check of a CRC packet fails, then the
ARQN bit is set to NAK. Packets that have correct HEC but that are addressed

to other slaves, or packets other than DH, DM, or DV packets, do not affect the

ARQN bit. In these cases the ARQN bit is left as it was prior to reception of the

packet. If a CRC packet with a correct header has the same SEQN as the pre-

viously received CRC packet, the ARON bit is set to ACK and the payload is

disregarded without checking the CRC.

The ARQ bit in the FHS packet is not meaningful. Contents of the ARON bit in

the FHS packet should not be checked.

Broadcast packets are checked on errors using the CRC, but no ARQ scheme

is applied. Broadcast packets are never acknowledged.

Inactive connection modes HOLD and SNIFF do not affect the ARQN scheme.

After return from these modes. packets will continue using values from before
the start of holdisniff modes.
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next transmission
ARQN=ACl< in ARON=NAK in

nexl Ira nsmission next transmission

69

Figure 5.3: Receive protocol for deterrnining the ARON bit.

5.3.2 Retransmit filtering

The data payload is retransmitted until a Pbsitive acknowledgment is received

(or a timeout is exceeded). A retransmission is carried out either because the

packet transmission itself failed, or because the piggy-backed acknow|edg~

ment transmitted in the return packet failed (note that the latter has a |owerfai|-

ure probability since the header is more heavily coded). In the latter case, the

destination keeps receiving the same payload over and over again. In order to

filter out the retransmissions in the destination, the SEQN bit is added in the

header. Normally, this bit is alternated for every new CRC data payload trans-

mission. In case of a retransmission, this bit is not changed. 30 the destination

can compare the SEQN bit with the previous SEQN value. If different, a new

data payload has arrived; otherwise it is the same data payload and can be dis-

carded. Only new data payloads are transferred to the link manager. Note that

CRC data payloads can be carried only by DM, DH or DV packets.
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At the start ofa new connection which may be the result of a page, page scan,

master slave switch or unpark, the master sends a POLL packet to verify the

connection. The slave responds with a packet. The SEQN bit of the first CRC

data packet. on both the master and the stave sides, is set to 1. The subse-

quent packets use the rules given below.

The SEQN bit is affected only by the CRC data packets as shown in E‘-igure 5.4. It

is inverted every time a new CRC data packet is sent. The CRC data packet is

retransmitted with the same SEQN number until an ACK is received or the packet

is flushed. When an ACK is received, the SEQN bit is inverted and a new payload

is sent. When the packet is flushed (see $$.=C$.50s': on page “it ), a new payload

is sent. The SEQN bit is not necessarily inverted. However, if an ACK is received

before the new packet is sent, the SEQN bit is inverted. This procedure prevents

loss of the first packet of a message (after the flush command has been given)

due to the retransmit filtering.

Send old payload

Figure 5.4: Retransmit filtering for packets with CRC.

The SEQN bit in the FHS packet is not meaningful. This bit can be set to any

value. Contents of the SEQN bit in the FHS packet should not be checked.

During transmission of all other packets the SEQN bit remains the same as it

was in the previous packet.

Inactive connection modes HOLD and SNIFF do not affect the SEQN scheme.

After return from these modes, packets will continue using values from before
the start of holdisniff modes.

5.3.3 Flushing payloads

The ARQ scheme can cause variable delay in the traffic flow since retransmis-
sions are inserted to assure error-free data transfer. For certain communication
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links, only a limited amount of delay is allowed: retransmissions are allowed up

to a certain limit at which the current payload must be disregarded and the next

payload must be considered. This data transfer is indicated as isochronous

traffic. This means that the retransmit process must be overruled in order to

continue with the next data payload. Aborting the retransmit scheme is accom-

plished by flushing the old data and forcing the Bluetooth controller to take the
next data instead.

Baseband Specification

Flushing results in loss of remaining portions of an L2CAP message. There-

fore, the packet following the flush will have a start packet indication of L_CH =

10 in the payload headerfor the next LZCAP message. This informs the desti-

nation of the flush. (see Section 4.5). Flushing will not necessarily resutt in a

change in the SEQN bit value. see the previous section.

5.3.4 Multi-slave considerations

In case of a piconet with multiple slaves, the master carries out the ARQ proto-

col independentiy to each slave.

5.3.5 Broadcast packets

Broadcast packets are packets transmitted by the master to all the slaves

simultaneously. A broadcast packet is indicated by the alt-zero ANLADDR

(note; the FHS packet is the only packet which may have an all-zero address

but is not a broadcast packet). Broadcast packets are not acknowledged (at

least not at the LC level).

Since broadcast messages are not acknowledged. each broadcast packet is

repeated for a fixed number of times. A broadcast packet is repeated NBC

times before the next broadcast packet of the same broadcast message is

repeated. see Fit are 5.5 on

Broadcast packets with a CRC have their own sequence number. The SEQN of

the first broadcast packet with a CRC is set to SEQN = 1 by the master and it is

inverted for each new broadcast packet with CRC thereafter. Broadcast pack-

ets without a CRC have no influence on the sequence number. The slave

accepts the SEQN of the first broadcast packet it receives in a connection and

checks for change in SEQN for consequent broadcast packets. Since there is

no acknowledgement of broadcast messages and there is no end packet indi-

cation, it is important to receive the start packets correctly. To ensure this, rep-

etitions of the broadcast packets that are LZCAF’ start packets and LMP

packets will not be filtered out. These packets are indicated by L_CH=1X in the

payload header as explained in section 4.5 on page 62. Only repetitions of the

L2CAP continuation packets will be filtered out.
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broadcast message

broadcast packets EB EI

Figure 5.5: Broadcast repetition scheme

5.4 ERROR CHECKING

We can check the packet for errors or wrong delivery using the channel access

code, the HEC in the header, and the CRC in the payload. At packet reception,

first the access code is checked. Since the 64-bit sync word in the channel

access code is derived from the 24-bit master LAP, this checks if the LAP is

correct, and prevents the receiver from accepting a packet of another piconet.

The HEC and CRC are used to check both on errors and on a wrong address:

to increase the address space with 8 bits, the UAP is normally included in the

HEC and CRC checks. Then, even when a packet with the same access code

— i.e., an access code of a device owning the same LAP but different UAP -

passes the access code test, it will be discarded after the HEC and CRC tests

when the UAP bits do not match. However, there is an exception where no
common UAP is available in the transmitter and receiver. This is the case when

the HEC and CRC are generated for the FHS packet in inquiry response

state. In this case the default check initialization (DCI) value is used. The DCI is

defined to be 0x00 (hexadecimal).

The generation and check of the HEC and CRC are summarized in i-“igasre

on page ‘F55 and {iii an page "R3. Before calculating the HEC or CRC,

the shift registers in the HECICRC generators are initialized with the 8-bit UAP

(or DCI) value. Then the header and payload information is shifted into the

HEC and CR0 generators, respectively (with the LS8 first).

The HEC generating LFSR is depicted in iifégarr-; 5.5 on page ".34. The generator

polynomialis g(D}=(Dl i)(D7ID4iD-“*ID3iI) =D3iD’iD-‘iD3IDi I.

initially this circuit is pre-loaded with the 8-bit UAP such that the LSB of the

UAP (denoted UAP0) goes to the left-most shift register element, and, UAP7

goes to the right-most element. The initial state of the HEC LFSR is depicted in

:"—‘sgu.r'e on page "TF5. Then the data is shifted in with the switch 8 set in posi-
tion 1. When the last data bit has been clocked into the LFSR, the switch Sis

set in position 2, and, the HEC can be read out from the register. The LFSR bits
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are read out from right to left (i.e., the bit in position 7 is the first to be transmit-

ted, followed by the bit in position 6, etc.).

Data in (LSB first)

Figure 5. 6: The LFSR circuitgenerating the HEC.
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Position: 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7

._.=5R; UAPUE UAP1. UAP2: LIAP3; uAP_,i UAP5 _ uAP5§ UAPFE

Figure 5.7: initiai state of the HEC generating circuit.

8-blt UAP

8-bit UAP

zero remainder

Figure 5.8: HE0 generation and checking.

The 16 bit LFSR for the CRC is constructed similarly using the CRC-CCITT

generator polynomial g(D} = D16 I D‘? I D5 I 1 (see Figure 3.9 on page ?f>'). For

this case, the 8 left-most bits are initially loaded with the 8-bit UAP (UAP0 to the

left and UAP7 to the right) while the 8 right—most bits are reset to zero. The ini~

tial state of the 16 bit LFSR is depicted in .5-"igure 5.13 oz": page ?8. The switch 8

is set in position 1 while the data is shifted in. After the last bit has entered the

LFSR, the switch is set in position 2, and, the registers contents are transmit-

ted, from right to left (i.e., starting with position 15, then position 14, etc.).

D0 D5

uuufiflmflfiflflflPosition El 1
1}.nt.1n1t].513 final]

Figure 5.9: The Li-‘SR circuit generating the CRC.
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Position: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

LFSR; _uAPu|uAP15uAP2|uAP3iuAP4guAP5§uAP5_uAP;§ 0 _

B-bit UAP appended
with 8 zero bits

8-bit UAP appended
with 8 zero bits

zero remainder

Figure 5.11: CRC generation and checking
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6 LOGICAL CHANNELS

in the Bluetooth system, five logical channels are defined:

- LC control channel

- LM control channel

- UA user channel

- Ul user channel

- US user channel

The control channels LC and LM are used at the link control level and link man-

ager level, respectively. The user channels UA, UI, and US are used to carry

asynchronous, lsochronous, and synchronous user information. respectively.

The LC channel is carried in the packet header; all other channels are carried

in the packet payload. The LM, UA, and UI channels are indicated in the L_CH

field in the payload header. The US channel is carried by the SCO link only;

the UA and UI channels are normally carried by the ACL link; however, they

can also be carried by the data in the DV packet on the SCO link. The LM

channel can be carried either by the SCO or the ACL link.

6.1 Lc CHANNEL (Link Control)

The LC control channel is mapped onto the packet header. This channel car-

ries low level link control information like ARQ, flow control, and payload char-

acterization. The LC channel is carried in every packet except in the ID packet

which has no packet header.

6.2 LM CHANNEL (Link Manager)

The LM control channel carries control information exchanged between the link

managers of the master and the s|ave(s). Typically, the LM channel uses pro-

tected DM packets. The Llvl channel is indicated by the L_CH code 11 in the

payload header.

6.3 UAIUI CHANNEL (User Asynchronousllsochronous Data)

The UA channel carries LZCAP transparent asynchronous user data. This data

may be transmitted in one or more baseband packets. For fragmented mes-

sages, the start packet uses an L_CH code of 10 in the payload header.

Remaining continuation packets use L_CH code 01. If there is no fragmenta-

tion, all packets use the LZCAP start code 10.

lsochronous data channel is supported by timing start packets properly at

higher levels. At the baseband level, the L_CH code usage is the same as the
UA channel.
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6.4 US CHANNEL (User Synchronous Data)

The U8 channel carries transparent synchronous user data. This channel is
carried over the SCO link.

8.5 CHANNEL MAPPING

The LC channel is mapped onto the packet header. All other channels are

mapped onto the payload. The US channel can only be mapped onto the SCO

packets. All other channels are mapped on the ACL packets, or possibly the

SCO DV packet. The LM. UA, and UI channels may interrupt the US channel if

it concerns information of higher priority.
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7 DATA WHITENING

Before transmission, both the header and the payload are scrambled with a

data whitening word in order to randomize the data from highly redundant pat-

terns and to minimize DC bias in the packet. The scrambling is performed prior

to the FEC encoding.

At the receiver, the received data is descrambled using the same whitening

word generated in the recipient. The descrambling is performed after FEC

decoding.

The whitening word is generated with the polynomial g(D} = D? I D4 i I (i.e.,

22 1 in octal representation) and is subsequently EXORed with the header and

the payload. The whitening word is generated with the linear feedback shift

register shown in Figure ?‘.‘i an gage .79. Before each transmission, the shift

register is initialized with a portion of the master Bluetooth clock, CLK54,

extended with an MSB of value one. This initialization is carried outwith CLK1

written to position 0, CLK2 written to position 1, etc. An exception forms the
FHS packet sent during frequency hop acquisition, where initialization of the

whitening register is carried out differentiy. Instead of the master clock, the X-

input used in the inquiry or page response (depending on current state) rou-

tine is used, see Taiaie 11.3 and Tania it at for the 79-hop and 23-hop systems,

respectively. In case of a 79-hop system, the 5-bit values is extended with two

MSBs of value one. In case of a 23-hop system, the 4-bit value is extended

with three bits; the two MSBS are set to one and the third most significant bit is

set to zero. During register initiaiization, the LSB of X (i.e., X0) is written to posi-

tion 0, X1 is written to position 1, etc.

data in (LSB first)

Figure 7.1: Data whitening LFSR.

After initialization, the packet header and the payload (including the CRC) are

scrambled. The payload whitening continues from the state the whitening

LFSR had at the end of HEC. There is no re-initialization of the shift register

between packet header and payload. The first bit of the “Data In‘' sequence is

the LSB of the packet header.
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8 TRANSMITIRECEIVE ROUTINES

This section describes the way to use the packets as defined in Ejection 4 in

order to support the traffic on the ACL and SCO links. Both single-slave and

multi-slave configurations are considered. In addition, the use of buffers for the
TX and RX routines are described.

The TX and RX routines described in sections 8.1 and 8.2 are ofan informative

character oniy. The finai implementation may be carried out differently.

8.1 TX ROUTINE

The TX routine is carried out separately for each ACL link and each SCO link.

Figure 8.1 on oags 8‘: shows the ACL and SCO buffers as used in the TX rou-

tine. In this figure, only a single TX ACL buffer and a single TX SCO buffer are

shown. In the master, there is a separate TX ACL buffer for each slave. In addi-

tion there may be one or more TX SCO buffers for each SCO slave (different

SCO links may either reuse the same TX SCO buffer, or each have their own

TX SCO bufier). Each TX buffer consists of two FIFO registers: one current

register which can be accessed and read by the Bluetooth controller in order to

compose the packets, and one next register that can be accessed by the Blue-

tooth Link Manager to load new information. The positions of the switches S1

and S2 determine which register is current and which register is next; the

switches are controlled by the Bluetooth Link Controller. The switches at the

input and the output of the FIFO registers can never be connected to the same

register simultaneously.

TX ACL buffer

currentinext data FIFO

nexticunent data FIFO

TX 560 buffer

currentfnext voice FIFO

synchronous S2 Szb
lI‘O port a

0:5 nexticurrent voice FIFO

Figure 8.1: Funcrionai diagram of TX buffering.

asynchronous
ll‘0 pm 513

packet
composer

Of the packets common on the AOL and SCO links (ID. NULL. POLL. FHS.

DM1) only the DM1 packet carries a payload that is exchanged between the

Link Controller and the Link Manager; this common packet makes use of the
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ACL buffer. All ACL packets make use of the ACL buffer. All SCO packets

make use of the SCO buffer except for the DV packet where the voice part is

handled by the SCO buffer and the data part is handled by the ACL buffer. In

the next sections, the operation for ACL traffic, SCO traffic, and combined
data-voice traffic on the SCO link will be considered.

Baseband Specification

8.1.1 ACL traffic

In the case of pure (asynchronous) data, only the TX ACL buffer in Figtirs 83%

on page 8? has to be considered. In this case, only packet types DM or DH are

used, and these can have different lengths. The length is indicated in the pay-

load header. The selection of high-rate data or medium-rate data shall depend

on the quality of the link. When the quality is good, the FEC in the data payload

can be omitted, resulting in a DH packet. Otherwise, DM packets must be
used.

The default TYPE in pure data traffic is NULL. This means that, if there is no

data to be sent (the data traffic is asynchronous, and therefore pauses occur in

which no data is available) or no slaves need to be polled, NULL packets are
sent instead — in order to send link control information to the other Bluetooth

unit (e.g. ACKISTOP information for received data). When no link control infor-

mation is available either (no need to acknowledge andior no need to stop the

RX flow) no packet is sent at all.

The TX routine works as follows. The Bluetooth Link Manager loads new data

information in the register to which the switch S1a points. Next, it gives a flush
command to the Bluetooth Link Controller, which forces the switch S1 to

change (both 81a and 81b switch in synchrony). When the payload needs to

be sent, the packet composer reads the current register and, depending on the

packet TYPE, builds a payload which is appended to the channel access code

and the header and is Subsequently transmitted. In the response packet (which

arrives in the following RX slot if it concerned a master transmission, or may be

postponed until some later RX slot if it concerned a slave transmission), the

result of the transmission is reported back. In case of an ACK, the switch S1

changes position; if a NAK (explicit or implicit) is received instead, the switch

81 will not change position. In that case, the same payload is retransmitted at
the next TX occasion.

As long as the Link Manager keeps loading the registers with new information,

the Bluetooth Link Controller will automatically transmit the payload; in addi-

tion, retransmissions are performed automatically in case of errors. The Link

Controller will send NULL or nothing when no new data is loaded. If no new

data has been loaded in the next register, during the last transmission, the

packet composer will be pointing to an empty register after the last transmis-

sion has been acknowledged and the next register becomes the current regis-

ter. If new data is loaded in the next register, a flush command is required to

switch the S1 switch to the proper register. As long as the Link Manager keeps

loading the data and type registers before each TX slot, the data is automati-

cally processed by the Link Controller since the 81 Switch is controlled by the
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ACK information received in response. However, if the traffic from the Link

Manager is interrupted once and a default packet is sent instead, a flush com-

mand is required to continue the flow in the Link Controller.

The flush command can also be used in case of time-bounded (isochronous)

data. In case ofa bad link, many retransmission are necessary. In certain appli-

cations. the data is time-bounded: if a payload is retransmitted all the time

because of link errors, it may become outdated, and the system might decide

to continue with more recent data instead and skip the payload that does not

come through. This is accomplished by the flush command as well. With the

flush, the switch S1 is forced to change and the Link Controller is forced to

consider the next data payload and overrules the ACK control.

8.1.2 SCO traffic

In case of an SCO link, we only use HV packet types. The synchronous port

continuously loads the next register in the SCO buffer. The S2 switches are

changed according to the T500 interval. This Tm, interval is negotiated between
the master and the slave at the time the SCO link is established.

For each new SCO slot, the packet composer reads the current register after

which the S2 switch is changed. if the SCO slot has to be used to send control

information with high priority concerning a control packet between the master

and the considered SCO slave, or a controt packet between the master and

any other slave, the packet composer will discard the SCO information and use
the control information instead. This control information must be sent in a DM1

packet. Data or link control information can also be exchanged between the

master and the SCO slave by using the DV or DM1 packets. Any ACL type of

packet can be used to sent data or link control information to any other ACL
slave. This is discussed next.

8.1.3 Mixed dataivoice traffic

in Sec:tic:'t 4.4.2 on page 538, a DV packet has been defined that can support

both data and voice simultaneously on a single SCO link. When the TYPE is

DV, the Link Controller reads the data register to fill the data field and the voice

register to fill the voice field. Thereafter, the switch S2 is changed. However,

the position of S1 depends on the result of the transmission like on the ACL

link: only if an ACK has been received will the S1 switch change its position. In

each DV packet, the voice information is new, but the data information might be

retransmitted if the previous transmission failed. If there is no data to be sent,

the SCO link will automaticatly change from DV packet type to the current HV

packet type used before the mixed dataivoice transmission. Note that a flush

command is required when the data stream has been interrupted and new data
has arrived.

Combined data-voice transmission can also be accomplished by using sepa-

rate ACL links in addition to the SCO link(s) if channel capacity permits this.
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8.1.4 Default packet types

On the ACL links, the default type is aiways NULL both for the master and the
slave. This means that if no user information needs to be send, either a NULL

packet is sent if there is ACK or STOP information, or no packet is sent at all.

The NULL packet can be used by the master to allocate the next sEave-to-mas-

ter slot to a certain slave (namely the one addressed). However, the slave is

not forced to respond to the NULL packet from the master. if the master

requires a response. it has to send a POLL packet.

The SCO packet type is negotiated at the LM level when the SCO link is estab-

lished. The agreed packet type is also the default packet type for the SCO
slots.

8.2 RX ROUTINE

The RX routine is carried out separately for the ACL link and the SCO link.

However, in contrast to the master TX ACL buffer, a single RX buffer is shared

among all slaves. For the SCO buffer, it depends how the different SCO links

are distinguished whether extra SCO buffers are required or not. Fig=.i-rt-3 8.2 on

page 8:3 shows the AOL and SCO buffers as used in the RX routine. The RX

ACL buffer consists of two FIFO registers: one register that can be accessed

and loaded by the Bluetooth Link Controller with the payload of the latest RX

packet, and one register that can be accessed by the Bluetooth Link Manager

to read the previous payload. The RX SCO buffer also consists of two FIFO

registers: one register which is filled with newiy arrived voice information, and

one register which can be read by the voice processing unit.

RX ACL buffer

currantinext data FIFO

asynchronous
51a 31b “O pan

nexticurrent data FIFO

RX 300 buffer

curren linext voice FIFO
packetde-composer

synchronous
IiO port

0:!‘ nexticurrent voice FIFO

Figure 8.2: Functional diagram ofRX buffering

Since the TYPE indication in the header of the received packet indicates

whether the payload contains data andior voice, the packet de-composer can

automatically direct the traffic to the proper buffers. The switch 81 changes
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every time the Link Manager has read the old register. If the next payload

arrives before the RX register is emptied, a STOP indication must be included

in the packet header of the next TX packet that is returned. The STOP indica-

tion is removed again as soon as the RX register is emptied. The SEQN field is

checked before a new ACL payload is stored into the ACL register (flush indi-

cation in L_CH and broadcast messages influence the interpretation of the

SEQN field see Sectéorr 5.3 on page 68).

The S2 switch is changed every T300. |f— due to errors in the header — no new

voice payload arrives, the switch still changes. The voice processing unit then

has to process the voice signal to account for the missing speech parts.

8.3 FLOW CONTROL

Since the RX ACL buffer can be full while a new payload arrives, flow control is

required. As was mentioned earlier, the header field FLOW in the return TX

packet can use STOP or G0 in order to control the transmission of new data.

8.3.1 Destination control

As long as data cannot be received, a STOP indication is transmitted which is

automatically inserted by the Link Controller into the header of the return

packet. STOP is returned as long as the RX ACL buffer is not emptied by the

Link Manager. When new data can be accepted again, the GO indication is

returned. G0 is the default value. Note that all packet types not including data

can still be received. Voice communication for example is not affected by the

flow control. Also note that although a Bluetooth unit cannot receive new infor-

mation, it can still continue to transmit information: the flow control is separate
for each direction.

8.3.2 Source control

On the reception of a STOP signal, the Link Controller will automatically switch

to the default packet type. The current TX ACL buffer status is frozen. Default

packets are sent as long as the STOP indication is received. When no packet

is received, G0 is assumed implicitly. Note that the default packets contain link

control information (in the header) for the receive direction (which may still be

open) and may contain voice (HV packets). When a G0 indication is received,

the Link Controller resumes to transmit the data as is present in the TX ACL
buffers.

In a multi-slave configuration, only the transmission to the slave that issued the

STOP signal is stalled. This means that the previously described routine imple-

mented in the master only concerns the TX ACL buffer that corresponds to the

slave that cannot accept data momentarily.
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